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ABSTRACT
The carbon black has been used in military fabrics to comply with the color requirements and infrared radiation lessening criteria. Currently, military industries don’t distinguish between fabrics with carbon black fibers or with carbon
black into dyes or prints. The latter initially allows us to comply with the color specifications in the visible and infrared,
but fabrics are degraded with use losing that initial capacity. The inclusion of carbon black in the fiber gets that the fabric doesn’t degrade with the wear, washed and dried, ensuring the accomplishment of the specifications all the time. The
use of infrared imaging will allow us to define a method to discriminate those textiles with carbon black in their fibers
from those which are dyed or printed.
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1. Introduction
Soldiers of the same army are dressed similarly since
ancient, but also vividly, vividly, due to the necessity of
identifying the enemy in close combat or in the midst of
the battle. In the period from the First to the Second
World War, war powers began to develop uniforms more
suitable for the combat scenarios of the time. It is clear
that a showy uniform can be associated with a higher
number of casualties in the army in the trench warfare, as
happened with the French army in First World War when
they used the same splendid blue and red bright color
uniforms they had used in the Franco Prussian War.
Currently, the military industry requires uniforms with
specific features aimed at masking its troops. These features that limit or prevent the detection of the soldiers are
divided into different categories: the visual, infrared, olfactory, radar, sonic and hearing. This study will treat the
infrared category within the military masking techniques.
Carbon black has been implemented in military uniforms for several decades [1]. Carbon black has the ability to absorb radiation in the near infrared spectrum, so
the soldiers can be hidden at night and infrared cameras
can’t detect them because the fabrics absorb the infrared
radiation generated by the human body heat. These uniforms are made with fabrics and/or fibers which have
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been previously treated to include carbon black [2].
This gives rise to a problem, when thinking about night
camouflage, the uniform should be also useful throughout its lifetime, what justifies the development of this
study. Fabrics treated with dyes or stampings including
carbon black will lost such treatment due to use, washing
and drying, thus losing their ability to absorb the infrared
radiation. However, if the carbon black is inserted into
the fibers forming the fabric it will not be degraded or
eliminated with the uniform wear.
Although nowadays control institutions (laboratories
and armies) do not take into account the requirement of
black carbon in fiber and validate all fabrics that are in
agreement with the color specifications both in the visible and infrared ranges, this will probably change in the
future due to the requirements of durability of the uniforms.
In this regard, a method for the detection of fabrics
with black carbon in fibers is defined, that can be used in
the military scenario to help differentiating them from
those fabrics that have undergone a dye or print process.
In the paper, Infrared imaging with some associated
processing is used to determine the presence of carbon
black in fibers or fabrics as a function of the thermal response obtained with specific excitations that provide
heat to samples.
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2. Three Processing for Carbon Black
As mentioned before, carbon black may be incorporated
into the fabrics through three processing:
● For printing;
● For tincture;
● In the fiber.
The distribution of the carbon black varies depending
on the processing (printing, tincture, inside fiber), Figure
1. In the case of printing, the carbon black is distributed
only on the surface side of the fabric. In the other two
processing, the carbon black is distributed throughout the
fabric, with the difference that in the case of dyeing their
distribution is random, while in the case of the fiber it
presents a uniform distribution.
In terms of the use of carbon black for military garment to prevent overnight detection, the key is in the life
cycle of the military uniform, in the wear itself, washing
and drying. Only those with carbon black into the fibers
will ensure infrared absorption throughout all its life cycle.
The approval test of the fabrics checks their re-emission and verifies their fit to the curves defined in different spectral ranges and for each of the colors of camouflage fabric. These tests are passed by fabrics that incorporated carbon black for any of the three methods described.

3. Fibers and Fabrics
Eight different fabrics were chosen for this study: four
raw fabrics and four finished comprising various combinations to determine their behavior with carbon black in
the fiber, warp or weft, tincture or printing. The fibers
have a thickness of 30 microns and the finished fabric
between 1 - 3 mm, being the sample size of 120 × 100
mm2.
The study was performed on 5 different types of fibers,
one with pure cotton and the remaining with fibers of
polyamide and polyester with and without carbon black.
The following table, Figure 2, summarizes the identification and the main characteristics of each sample.

Figure 2. Main characteristics of samples (CB: carbon
black; CO: Cotton; PA: Polyamide; PES: Polyester; d:
dyeing; p: printing; w: warp; we: weft; white: without CB;
grey: with CB).

4. Methodology
This study is to detect the presence of carbon black in
military fabrics identifying those with carbon black fibers
and therefore discriminating them from those with car-

Figure 3. Pair of values: Maximum value and slope “m”.

Figure 1.  In the fiber  For tincture  For printing.
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bon black in the dyeing or printing.
The chosen technique is infrared imaging [3,4], to find
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Figure 4. Pairs of values obtained in the tests.

Figure 5. Density distribution with “m” and “p” values.

a thermal response detectable by the camera, analyze it
and compare it with those captured for all the samples.
To achieve this a thermal excitation to provide heat to the
sample is needed, thus generating a thermal response in
terms of the thermal properties of the samples, allowing
to distinguish between the ones that have carbon black in
fibers from those where it is included in the dye or prints
[5].
Two different excitations have been tested, pulsed thermography and step-heating thermography [6]. It was
found that the best results were obtained with the stepheating thermography and, consequently, the study was
conducted with this excitation using two pairs of heat
sources of total power 2.6 kW.
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

The step-heating thermography method consists of a
prolonged heating of the sample for a given time, and of
a capture of a thermographic sequence of pictures. The
camera captures the radiation emitted by the sample surface, for both heating and cooling. Once the thermographic sequence has been preprocessed, different characteristic parameters of each test could be studied using the
specific processing.
To analyze the thermal response, Figure 3, a natural
logarithmic curve fit has been chosen to capture two values: the maximum value and the slope of the curve,
drawing a graph with this pair of values to compare each
sample. Fabrics with carbon black in fibers were identified, and also those with carbon black dyes or printings
on the other.
The comparative study of the pairs of values in the
same graph, Figure 4, shows that there are three distinct
regions corresponding to the values of fabrics without
carbon black, with black carbon in fiber and with carbon
black in dyeings and printings.
Once that is has been observed that each area is characteristic for each type of fabric, the process can be automated through the multivariate kernel density estimation
technique, which can provide the boundaries between
areas using only one parameter after the determination of
a density factor calculated in the design of a pattern with
known characteristics samples.
To achieve this, Figure 5, the density distribution is
represented and the p value is estimated and depicted in
the vertical axis, being normalized with the maximum
value of the distribution given as a fraction of unity. This
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It can be seen that the textiles with carbon black in the
fiber are encompassed in the region limited by the maximum digital values of the captured radiation and by the
slope values. In our case a p value of 0.85 and the resulting m limits are 706.58 and 826.27 have been estimated.
It can be concluded that it is possible to discriminate
between fabrics with carbon black, depending on its location, either directly in the fiber or in the others dyeing
and printing fabrics.
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Figure 6. Decision diagram.

allows the estimation of the m values, the slopes of the
fitted curves. With the defined test conditions, known
limits, and using a simple conditional statement, any fabric can be cataloged (Figure 6).

5. Conclusions
The results presented in this paper show a characteristic
thermal response depending on which state the carbon
black is in the fabrics. Therefore, the step-heating thermography technique is defined as the most suitable for
this type of study.
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